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Disclaimer
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By attending the meeting where this presentation is made, or by reading this document, you agree to be bound by the limitations set out below.

This document has been prepared by Molten Ventures plc ("Molten Ventures" or the "Company") and is for general information purposes only. The information provided in this document pertaining to Molten Ventures, its broader group ("Group"), its portfolio companies, prospective acquisition target 
Forward Partners Group plc, and the business assets, strategy and operations related thereto, does not, and is not intended to, constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription or any solicitation for any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities, options, futures, or other derivatives 
related to securities. Nor shall it, or any part of it, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever relating to the Company or any part of, or affiliate to, the Company or the Group.

The contents of this document are not prescribed by securities laws and are only intended to be communicated or distributed within the UK and Ireland or otherwise to persons to whom they may lawfully be communicated. In particular, this document has not been approved for the purposes of 
section 21 of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended. 

Information contained in this document should not be relied upon as advice to buy or sell or hold any securities in the Company or Group or as an offer to sell such securities. This document does not take into account, nor does it provide any tax, legal or investment advice or opinion regarding the 
specific investment objectives or financial situation of any person. This document and the information contained in this document is confidential and must not be copied, reproduced or published in whole or in part for any purpose to any other person without the prior written consent of Molten 
Ventures. This document should not be distributed to or otherwise made available to persons whose address is in or who are a resident of Canada, Australia, Japan, the Republic of South Africa or the United States, its territories or possessions, or any jurisdiction where such distribution is unlawful. The 
distribution of this document in any such jurisdiction may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this document come should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. If any part of this document has been received by any person in error, it should be returned to the 
Company immediately. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction, and Molten Ventures accepts no liability whatsoever for any such violations.

The information contained in this document is given at the date of its publication and is subject to updating, revision and amendment. Whilst the Company reasonably believes that the facts stated in this document are accurate and that any forecasts, opinions and expectations contained herein are fair 
and reasonable, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of these materials or opinions contained therein and each recipient of this document must make their own investigation and assessment of the matters contained therein. In 
particular, but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no representation or warranty is given, and no responsibility or liability is accepted by the Company or its representatives to any person, as to the accuracy of the information set out in this document; the achievement or reasonableness 
of any future projections or the assumptions underlying them; any forecasts, estimates, or statements as to prospects contained or referred to; or for any errors or omissions in the information contained in this document.

Past performance is not indicative of future results and forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. 
This document may contain forward-looking statements that reflect Molten Ventures’ current expectations regarding future events, its liquidity and its subsidiary undertakings and the results of its operations, as well as its working capital requirements and future capital raising activities. By their nature, 
forward-looking statements and financial projections involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, that contribute to the possibility that the predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking information will not occur, which may cause 
the Company's actual performance and financial results in future years to differ materially from any estimates or projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and financial projections. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ 
materially from expectations include, but are not limited to: business, economic, global health and capital market conditions; the heavily regulated industry in which the Company carries on business; current or future laws or regulations and new interpretations of existing laws or regulations; legal and 
regulatory requirements; market conditions and the demand and pricing for the Company’s securities or services; the Company’s relationship with its customers, developers and business partners; the Company’s ability to attract, retain and motivate qualified personnel; the nature of competition in 
Molten Ventures’ industry; failure of counterparties to perform their contractual obligations; failure of systems, networks, telecommunications or other technology; service disruptions or cyber-attack; macro-economic factors associated with trends in global or local economies; pandemic or other 
widespread disease or crisis event; ability to obtain additional financing on reasonable terms or at all; litigation costs and outcomes; the Company’s ability to successfully maintain and enforce intellectual property rights and defend third party claims of infringement of their intellectual property rights; the 
Company’s ability to manage foreign exchange risk and working capital; and the Company’s ability to manage its growth. Any forward-looking statements or financial projections contained herein are based on the opinions and estimates of management at the date the statements are made. Whilst 
considered reasonable, the Company cannot and does not represent or guarantee that actual results achieved will be the same, in whole or in part, as those set out in any forward-looking statements and financial projections. The forward-looking statements and financial projections contained in this 
document are expressly qualified by this notice and the Company strongly advises against undue reliance on forward-looking statements or financial projections. 

Information regarding several companies in which Molten Ventures (or funds controlled by Molten Ventures) hold shares ("Investee Companies") is included in this document and has not been independently verified. Molten Ventures is a minority investor in these Investee Companies and cannot access 
all the information necessary to verify such information. Molten Ventures does not have any liability whatsoever in relation to such information. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted by any person for any loss howsoever arising from any use of, or in connection with, this document or its 
contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. 

In publishing this document, except as required by law, Molten Ventures undertakes no obligation to update or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, after the date on which the statements are made or to reflect the 
occurrence of unanticipated events. Molten Ventures reserves the right to amend, replace or update the information contained herein in future versions of this document, in part or entirely, at any time, and undertakes no obligation to provide recipients with access to the amended information or to 
notify the recipient thereof. By receiving this document (whether in hard copy form or electronically) or any presentation delivered in connection thereto, you irrevocably represent, warrant and undertake to Molten Ventures that you have read and agree to comply with, and be bound by, the contents 
of this notice.
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Meet the Speakers

Martin Davis
CEO

Ben Wilkinson
CFO
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• Market environment has been challenging over the last 18 months and continues to remain demanding

• Against this backdrop Molten's primary focus has been on supporting portfolio companies in preserving cash, improving operational efficiency, and prioritising a 
route to profitability while sustaining top-line growth

• Molten’s balance sheet position and capital allocation discipline has enabled it to maintain its support for its portfolio companies whilst continuing to make modest 
investments where compelling opportunities have arisen, however, realisations continue to exceed new investments in the absence of available firepower 

Molten Ventures plc (the “Company” or “Molten”) is a leading venture capital investor that invests through a combination of its balance sheet and acting as an investment 
manager for third-party investors

• Molten has a strong investment and realisation track record:

• 30% average return per year since 2016 IPO (measured on opening gross portfolio value)

• Achieved c. £500 million cash realisations since IPO (16% average cash realisations per year on opening portfolio)

Introduction 

• This period of market dislocation does mean there are a number of investment opportunities, particularly in the secondary market

• As the valuation environment is stabilising, Molten believes there is a window to capitalise on attractive buying opportunities. The all-share acquisition of Forward 
Partners Group Plc (“Forward Partners”) is one such opportunity to acquire a portfolio of early-stage companies in attractive niches 

• In conjunction with this, the c.£55 million equity fundraise, supported by a cornerstone commitment from Blackrock, bolsters the combined group’s balance sheet  
to capitalise on opportunities in the market

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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• Venture operations
• Deal execution
• Marketing 
• Legal
• Compliance
• Finance
• ESG

• Seasoned team 
of deal makers 

• Team made up of 
entrepreneurs, 
founders, 
operators and 
investors

Platform Team

Partnership Team

Exit*
(IPO, trade, sale, 

PE buyout)

Thousands 
of Co's raising 

in Europe

Seed fund 
of funds

Secondary 
market access

We talk to, closely track and screen 
thousands of companies per year 

We aim to invest in up to 
15-30 new + follow on p.a.

Investments are made 
in accordance with our 
ESG Policy from 
pre-screening to exit.

Build stakes and 
facilitate growth

*Successful exit scenarios

Seed Series A Series B Series C+ Pre IPO

Fund of Funds

plc

plc

Stages
Our platform and deployment strategies allow us to invest from seed through to 
pre-IPO, supporting the best companies as they grow. Our third party assets and income, 
enable us to provide access to high growth private assets for a range of co-investors.

plc

Time

Seed Stage Early Stage Growth Stage Late Stage Exit/Workout

R
et

ur
ns

 

Break-even

Venture Capital Cycle

ESG

3rd party EIS VCT

UK

EB*

EU

*Earlybird

UK

A unique, resilient model
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£1,299m*

-£72m

735p -4%*
Gross Portfolio Value 

(31 March 2023: £1,371)

Loss after tax

(30 Sept 2023: -£155m)

NAV per share

(31 March 2023: 780p)

Gross Portfolio fair value decrease

(31 March 2023: -16%)

£17m £25m <1% £33m
Cash invested in the period from plc 

as well as £35m from the managed 

EIS/VCT funds (six months to 30 

September 2022: £112m from plc and 

£17m from EIS/VCT)

Consolidated group cash 

(31 March 2023: £23m plc cash)

Operating costs (net of fee income) 

continue to be substantially less than

the targeted 1% of period-end NAV

Cash proceeds from realisations

(Six months to 30 September 2022: £13m)

£1,124m
Net Assets

(31 March 2023: £1,194m)

Highlights at 30 September 2023

*The above figures contain alternative performance measures (“APMs”) – see Note 24 to the Interim Report for the period ended 30 September 2023 for further details.

~£1.6bn*
Platform AuM (incl. third party AuM)

(£31 March 2023: £1.7bn)
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Q1
2023

Q2

Timeline Key
Primary Investment Follow-on investments Exits Partial sale of shares, remains a holding Via Earlybird

£2m

£2m

£8m

£5m

HY24: £17m

Capital deployed by deal type

PLC deployment totals £17m for HY ’24

£2m
deployed into 
new investments

£2m
deployed into 
follow-ons

£8m
deployed into 
fund of funds

£5m
deployed into 
Earlybird

Capital deployed by deal type
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Cash realisations and returns on the portfolio

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

£35m
£15m £16m

£40m

£206m

£126m

£48m £33m

£520m

52%

14%
7%

7%

29%

13%
4% 3%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

-

£100m

£200m

£300m

£400m

£500m

FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 HY24 Total
since
IPO

Cash realisations as % opening portfolio

Cash realised % cash realisations
 on opening portfolio

Average % Return Target 10%

Average return 16%

Target return 10%

• 30% average return on opening gross portfolio value (for financial years since IPO) - our target is 20% fair value growth through the cycle 

• 16% average cash realisations on opening portfolio (for financial years since IPO) - our target is 10% realisations of GPV through the cycle

£29m
£61m

£111m

£40m

£267m
£301m

(£243m)

(£72m)

43%

65%

58%

10%

51% 37%

-16%

-4%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

-£300m

-£200m

-£100m

£0m

£100m

£200m

£300m

£400m

FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 HY24

(Loss) / Profit after tax and return on Gross Portfolio Value

(Loss) / Profit after tax Return on Gross Portfolio
(Gross fair value/
Opening Gross Portfolio Value)

Average return on GPV (FY17 - HY24) Target return of 20% through the cycle

Average return 30%

Target return 20%
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Returns Track Record since 2016 IPO
Fully realised

Partially realised

Accessed via strategic relationships 
with Earlybird or Seedcamp

Key

Returns Multiple* No return / at 0x < 1x 1x < 3x 3x+

% of Invested Capital** 12% 24% 24% 40%

worldstores

Return Proceeds -*** £17m £90m £377m

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance

This slide includes larger realisations only and does not reflect certain realisations through underlying funds and relating to the syndication of our Fund of Funds programme 

* Return Multiple defined as Multiple of Invested Capital for fully realised assets or Valuation Multiple on Exit for partially realised assets

** Percentage of Invested Capital calculated by reference to assets appearing on this slide and includes full and partial exits as well as interest payments paid to Molten by portfolio companies. Please also see ^ below

*** Loss ratio as a percentage of invested capital is 7% which is calculated as the realised investment-related losses over the total cash invested by Molten since IPO 

^ Fluidic Analytics Limited went into administration post-period end in November 2023 and is included for visibility, but not included in the % of Invested Capital track record which is calculated for the period to 30 September 2023

^

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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Portfolio resilience
• Weighted average revenue growth of over 55% for the Core (with forecast 

growth of 50% for full year 2024)

• Well-funded portfolio - Our portfolio remains well funded with over 80% of the 

core portfolio having more than 12 months of cash runway, and over 50% is 

more than 24 months.*

• 97% of the portfolio fair value is protected by favorable preference stack 

structures**  

**Preference shares provide downside protection without limiting the upside, share rights reflected in the legal documents and do not have additional cost associated with them

*Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Analysis excluded companies with limited information rights (Revolut) 

39%

57%

50%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

 -

 50,000.00

 100,000.00

 150,000.00

 200,000.00

 250,000.00

 300,000.00

 350,000.00

2021 (A) 2022 (A) 2023 (A+B) 2024 (F)

Core value - Weighted average revenue growth HY-24

Value-weighted average revenue ($m)

97%

46%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Portfolio investments with downside
protection

Valuations currently triggering preference
stack protection

Percentage of portfolio with downside protection

67%
70% 68%

50%

60%

70%

80%

2021 2022 2023

Average Core gross profit margins
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Fundraising and Proposed Acquisition

Proposed Acquisition of Forward Partners Group plc
Recommended all-share offer for the issued and to be issued share capital of Forward 

Partners (other than Forward Partners shares already beneficially owned by Molten1). 

Proposed acquisition subject to Forward Partners shareholder vote

£41.4 million
Offer equity value as at 24 November 2023

6.6%
Offer Price premium to Forward Partners 3m VWAP2

Molten
91.2%

Forward 
Partners

8.8% Proforma 

ownership pre 

Fundraise

82.95%
Irrevocables from Forward Partners’ Shareholders

Equity fundraise

£55m institutional placing (via Accelerated Book Build)

• In addition to the £55m equity fundraise, a Retail offering of £2.4m was conducted 

via PrimaryBid and an offer of up to 1,401,843 shares has been made available to 

Forward Partners’ shareholders who were unable to participate in the Placing. 

• £57.4m equity fundraise representing 14% of existing Molten Issued Share Capital 

(ISC).3 

• No inter-conditionality between the Placing and Acquisition. Placing completing 

before the Acquisition

• Equity fundraise subject to Molten shareholder vote

1:9 share exchange ratio
1 Molten share for every 9 Forward Partners shares

Up to £25 million
Cornerstone commitment from Blackrock (c.70% shareholder in Forward Partners)

270.0p

(1) As at 1 December 2023, Molten owns 1.5% of Forward Partners

(2) Forward Partners 3m VWAP as at 24 November 2023: 29.2p

(3) Excludes Offer for Subscription which is currently open

£90.5 million
Forward Partners’ last reported Net Asset Value

£10 million
Direct subscription from British Patient Capital

£12.5 million
Cash balance at the end of September 2023

Forward Partners
7.8%

Fundraise
11.2%

Molten
81%

Proforma 

ownership of 

enlarged group3

Issue price

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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Rationale for Placing and Use of Proceeds

• Existing balance sheet strength reflects the Company’s strong capital allocation discipline, however, has limited its ability to

make new and follow-on investments

• As the valuation environment is stabilising, Molten believes there is a window to capitalise on attractive buying opportunities. 

Accelerating realisations at discounted prices to fund this is not the right strategy to maximise shareholder value, as the 

realisation environment will take more time to improve

• Capital raise helps pivot away from a strict cash preservation focus to selective investment in a buyers’ market. This includes:

o Targeting secondary assets at attractive valuations

o Follow-ons in the enlarged portfolio and taking advantage of new investment opportunities 

o Selective new investments in earlier stage companies, capitalising on Forward Partners’ investment strategy and capabilities

• Gain a strategically aligned and long-term shareholder in Blackrock with cornerstone commitment of up to £25 million 

• Retain capital allocation discipline in the enlarged portfolio

• Enable Molten to capture value at the right time in the cycle and provide a pipeline of future growth opportunities

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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Pre-IPO Post-IPO

Molten Secondary Fund 
Transactions Pre- & Post-IPO

Total Post IPO plc 
Secondary Funds Track 

Record

Transaction Date Sep-09 Nov-17 Feb-19 Feb-19

# Assets 23 41 10 11 62

Cash Price £70m £18m £55m £17m £90m

Discount to NAV 20% 27% 20% 5% 19%

Distributions £126m £36m £99m £74m £210m

Total Return (TPVI) 1.5x 2.0x 2.0x 4.7x 2.5x

Cash Return (DPI) 1.5x 2.0x 1.8x 4.3x 2.3x

Molten Ventures Secondaries Deal Performance Summary

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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An attractive secondary opportunity: Forward Partners strategic rationale

Forward Partners has a balanced portfolio of 43 assets, well positioned in the context of evolving market trends. Gross 

Portfolio Value of £76.9m, NAV per share of 67p (50.2% discount to NAV as at 24 November 2023)

Underlying portfolio well-capitalised - over 70% of Forward Partners’ top 15 companies have 18 months or more cash 

runway, are on the path to break even without the need for further fund-raising or are profitable1

Significant momentum in Forward Partners’ top 15 assets with average growth of 133%2 in the first half of 2023, with 

many on a path to become strategically valuable market leaders in attractive niches, including companies with 

specialisms in applied AI as well as a number of others which have already demonstrated significant progress

Provides Molten with a broader and more diverse pipeline (in maturity and market segment) through access to Forward 

Partners’ early-stage deal flow opportunities and capabilities in attractive segments

High quality portfolio at a significant discount to NAV. Molten has a proven track record in acquiring and managing 

secondary VC assets and delivering strong returns over time

(1) Forward Partners’ management team estimate as at 21 September 2023.
(2) Weighted average revenue growth, Forward Partners Interim Results to 30 June 2023 

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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An overview of Forward Partners

A large and diversified portfolio Key stats1

• As at 30 June 2023, Forward Partners’ portfolio is comprised of 43 active 

companies

• Well-balanced UK Venture Capital portfolio split across Seed, Series A and 

Series B+

Other 
tech, 24%

eCommerce, 
24%

Marketplace, 
10%

Applied AI, 
42% Top 15

77%

Rest of 
portfolio

23%

Fair value is spread across a series of 
high-potential operating models

Top 15 holdings account for 77.2% of 
portfolio Fair Value

Portfolio breakdown

OPERATING 

MODEL SPLIT1
CONCENTRATION

£76.9 million
Portfolio Fair Value

£90.5 million
Net Asset Value

50.2%
Discount to NAV2

Historical NAV (£m) Historical prem/(disc) to NAV

1) Forward Partners Interim Results to 30 June 2023

2) As at 24 November 2023

£91m£97m
£115m

£140m

£102m

Jun-23Dec-22Jun-22Dec-21Jun-21 (80%)

(60%)

(40%)

(20%)

-

20%

40%
Jul-21 Jan-22 Jul-22 Jan-23 Jul-23

(5.4%)
6 month decline in Fair Value
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Outlook

• Despite continuing challenging market conditions, Molten Ventures stable investment team and deep levels of experience and expertise; scalable 

and adaptable model; active approach to portfolio management; and strict focus on cash preservation, have continued to maintain portfolio 

resilience

• We remain uniquely positioned with our combination of expertise and access, to identify and win the best deals across Europe in the current buyers’ 

market

• We will continue to: 

• deploy capital into attractive secondary opportunities, invest in selective follow-ons in the enlarged portfolio, capture attractive new earlier stage 

investment opportunities as they arise, and continue to look for realisations

• actively manage the portfolio, extend cash runways, and build expertise in the areas in which we see great potential in the medium term, such as 

climate tech and AI, and capitalise on the access to attractive niches afforded through the proposed Forward Partners acquisition

• target 20% fair value growth through the cycle

• build third party AUM in addition to managed EIS, VCT and Irish focused fund strategies

• leverage early-stage investing, primarily through our fund of funds programme

• Forward Partners represents an opportunity to acquire a complementary portfolio at an attractive valuation

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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Get in touch

Investor Portal: https://investors.moltenventures.com/

Newsletter Sign-up: https://www.moltenventures.com/sign-up/investors

Email: ir@molten.vc

https://investors.moltenventures.com/
https://www.moltenventures.com/sign-up/investors
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Molten: Valuation methodologies

• For investments valued using revenue market multiples, the multiple range for these investments 

were between 1.1x – 12.5x and a weighted average multiple of 7.4x.

• For investments calibrated to the price of recent investment, the range of discounts used in our 

valuations were 5% - 79% and a weighted average discount of 33%.

• 73% of the portfolio valued at the last round price is at a discount.

Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

* Underlying fund refers to seed and early-stage funds in which Molten holds an LP interests via our Fund 

of Funds programme and some of the holdings via Earlybird

**Quoted equity valuations are based on their share price at the relevant reporting date

27%

34%

38%

53%
49%

45%

16% 17% 17%

4%
1% 0%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

FY22 FY23 HY24

Valuation methodologies as % of Total Portfolio

Market comparables Calibrated round enterprise value

NAV of underlying fund* Quoted equity**

Investments valued at calibrated price of recent investment (“LRP”)

30-Sep-22 31-Mar-23 30-Sept-23

% of fair value of investments measured at LRP where 
discount applied

83% 65% 73%

Range of discounts taken 4-82% 6-79% 5-79%

Weighted average discount taken 27% 35% 33%

Investments valued at market comparables

30-Sep-22 31-Mar-23 30-Sept-23

Revenue-multiple range 0.7x-11.0x 1.0x-13.4x 1.1-12.5x

Weighted average multiple 7.2x 8.4x 7.4x
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Proposed Acquisition timetable 

Rule 2.7 announcement November 2023

Scheme document posted to Forward Partners shareholders December 2023

Forward Partners shareholder vote January 2024

Completion of Acquisition Expected in February 2024 (subject to FCA change of control application approval timeline)

Admission of consideration shares & Forward Partners de-
listing

Expected in February 2024 (post-completion)

Financial Advisers Deutsche Numis (Lead Financial Adviser) & Goodbody (Joint Financial Adviser)

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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Forward Partners
Well-balanced UK VC Portfolio – 1/3 Core, Established and Emerging1

Applied AI MarketplaceeCommerce Other tech

Source: Forward Partners interims results June 2023

(1) Forward Partners defined categories

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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Other tech
3D design software £9.8m

In April 2022, the company announced a $33m funding round. 
Forward Partners participated with a further £0.7m in this Series 
A led by Accel alongside Google Ventures

5.1x 11-15%

Applied AI
Legal-tech £8.2m In February 2023, the company announced a $10.5 million 

round led by Plural. Forward Partners participated 4.9x 16-25%

eCommerce
D2C e-commerce £5.8m

In June 2022, the company completed a £5m crowdfunding 
round on Seedrs, deemed the platform's largest campaign of 
the year

2.3x 11-15%

Applied AI
Cybersecurity £5.3m In October 2022, the company announced the completion of a 

$10m round, led by AlbionVC 3.4x 16-25%

Other tech
Realtime experience 

platform
£4.5m In June 2021, Ably announced a successful raise of $70m led by 

Insight Partners and Dawn Capital 2.6x 6-10%

Marketplace
Software training £3.7m In December 2022, the company announced the completion of 

a £7m round led by BGF 2.5x >25%

Applied AI
Payments platform £3.4m In March 2023, the company raised $25m to expand its presence 

in North America 1.5x 6-10%

Overview of Forward Partners’ top assets
Sector / 

Sub-Sector1 Fair value2 Money raised2

Source: Forward Partners interims results June 2023

(1) Forward Partners defined categories

(2) Forward Partners Interim Results to June 2023 

Fair value /

 Investment2 Ownership2

IMC: Interim Results FY24 |    Fundraising    |    Proposed Acquisition
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ContentsThank you
Contact us
Investor Portal: https://investors.moltenventures.com/

Newsletter Sign-up: https://www.moltenventures.com/sign-up/investors

Email: ir@molten.vc

Telephone: +44 (0)20 7931 8800

London Office

20 Garrick Street

London WC2E 9BT

Dublin Office

The Merrion Buildings

18-20 Merrion Street

Dublin D02 XH98

https://investors.moltenventures.com/
https://www.moltenventures.com/sign-up/investors
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